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Adult Art Workshops: Journaling 
Led by local artist Dr. Bonnie Halsey-Dutton 

 
Journals are artforms that express the unique individuality of those who create them. Journals 
can be visual records, handwritten observations, or combinations of the two. Journals can be 
created through scrapbooking and photographic methods as well as be digitally compiled. 
Because concepts can be explored through shape and content, journaling can encompass both 
non-traditional book forms and traditionally rendered formats. Therefore, Dr. Halsey-Dutton’s 
journaling workshops introduce numerous forms of physical journals while prompting 
exploration of individual human topics and life experiences.  
 
During September of 2019, Dr. Bonnie Halsey-Dutton offers three different Sunday afternoon 
workshops designed to explore individualistic journaling as a form of creative of expression. 
Enroll in one, two are all three sessions!  
 
September 8th, 15th, or 29th                Time: 1:00 – 4:00 pm 
Each class is limited to 8 participants          Cost: $60.00 each session 

 
Call:  Artifacts Antiques and Art  to reserve your spot!  605-641-8758 
Workshop Location: Bonnie Halsey-Dutton’s Art Studio at 740 N. Main Street, Spearfish, SD   
                
Each week offers different journaling prompts and examples that allow each participant to 
choose how they explore the art of journaling during the session. The workshops prompt 
participant experimentation with ways to record their individual life journey and offers an 
opportunity to foster creative connections between persons within the community. 
Participants may choose to share their journaling explorations with others in the session, or 
may opt to keep their work private. Individual growth through creative expression is the 
ultimate goal of each of the three workshops. 
 

Required Supplies:  
A journal, writing paper or laptop computer/tablet for recording individual ideas during 

the workshop.  (Sorry, Wi-Fi is not available)   
Writing implements such as pencils, pens, markers: whatever you choose 
 

Participants are encouraged to utilize journals and drawing/writing materials they might 
currently have on hand. The Artifacts Antiques and Art Studio offers journaling supplies for sale 
that may be utilized for the class. Attendees are invited to bring journaling samples to the 
workshop that they might wish to showcase! 


